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Stochastic
analysis
offlowandtransport
inthesubsurface
usually
assumes
thatthesoilpermeability
is a stationary,homogeneous
stochastic
processwith a finite variance.Somefield data suggest,
however,thatthepermeability
distributions
mayhavea fractalcharacter
withlong-range
correlations.
It is of interestto investigatehow the fractalcharacterof permeability
distribution
influencesthe
spreading
andmixingprocess
in porousmedia.Theresultsof ouranalysis
of thisproblemfor perfectly
stratifiedmediawith fractaldistributionof permeability
alongtheverticalarepresented.Resultswere
obtainedfor the transientandasymptoticdispersivities
in the longitudinal
direction.The resultsshow
that the macroscopicasymptoticdispersivitydependsstronglyon the fractal dimensionof vertical
permeability distribution. Specifically, the higher the fractal dimension, the lower the value of
macroscopicdispersivity.The macroscopicdispersivitywas foundto be problem-scaledependentin
transient (development)and asymptoticphases.Variance of fluctuationof concentrationwas also
analyzedandfound to be dependenton the fractaldimension.In thiscase,the higherfractal dimension

resultsin moremixingof porewaterandtherefore
smoother
(smallertrY)concentration
distribution.
FRACTAL PERMEABILITY DISTRIBUTION

INTRODUCTION

Theoretically,fractal objectsare characterizedby their
The impact of heterogeneitieson flow and masstransport
in groundwaterhas been investigatedfor abouttwo decades.
Usually, this type of investigation is performed using the
stochastic,as opposedto the deterministicframework.This
choiceis not based on the assumptionthat the flow process
itself is stochastic but rather on the recognition of the fact
thatthe deterministicdescriptionof the parameterdistributionswould be impractical,if not impossible.
Initial research in this area did not consider the spatial
structureof flow properties,assumingthat eitherit behaved
likethe white noise process(lack of spatialcorrelation),or
hadthe layered structurein the directionparallelor perpen-

self-similar structure on all scales and thus have partial
correlationsover long ranges. Such self-similaritymay be
exact, as in the caseof the Koch Snow Flake, or statistical,

as in the case of natural objects [Mandelbrot, 1983]. The
basic assumptionof the classicalstochasticanalysisof
subsurfacepropertiesis that the variance of increments,or
variogram,is boundedby the property'svariance[Journel
and Huijbregts, 1989].

lim •,(l) = 0.5E{[X(z+ l)- X(z)]2}= o.• (1)
l--> infinity

wherethe •,(l ) is the variogramat I distancelag,X(z) is the
properties
at position
z, ando.x
2 istheproperty's
dicularto the flow (perfectcorrelationin onedirection).The subsurface
nextstepwas to considerspatialcorrelationof flow proper- variance.
One suchvariogram,usedfrequently in mining explorapic ones, were used to describethe spatial correlation tion, is the sphericalvariogram
[Dagan, 1984;Gelhar and Axness, 1983].Excellentreview
ofthisresearchis givenby Gelhar[ 1986].However,in most

ties. Various autocovariance functions, including anisotro-

y(l)=o"

of these efforts it was assumed that the correlation structure

- 0.5

ß1<a

!,2)

of parameterfluctuationsis suchthat the fluctuationvariy(l)= o'2;l>a
anceis boundedand reachesits asymptoticvalue whenthe
volume
of theanalyzedregionincreases.
Thevalidityof this The interval a, where the variogram reachesits maximum
assumption
for geologicformationshas yet to be demon- value(y(a) = o.2),is calledtherange.Forfractaldistribustrated.The field data from the rather homogeneousBorden tions,the variogramis not boundedbecauseof the correlasiteindicatethat, at leastfor this site, the assumption
is tions over all scales, and is described by a power law
acceptable.Other sites, however, show scale-dependent[Hewerrand Behrens,1988]
varianceandlong-rangecorrelations
of subsurface
proper-y(l)= y0/2H
(3)

ties[Burrough,
1981,1983a,b; Hewett,1986].Thisevidence
prompted
usto investigate
thestatistical
behavior
of where•'0isthevariogram
valueat I = I andH isthefracta!
solute
transport
in heterogeneous
systems
whosepropertiesco-dimension,which is equalto the differencebetweenthe
exhibitlong-range
correlations.
The statistics
of suchprop- Euclidean dimensionin which the fractal distribution is
erties
aredescribed
usingtheconcept
offractal,self-similardescribed and the fractal dimension of this distribution D.
objects.
Following
that,we examine
thebehavior
of a rela- Thus for the vertical distributionof hydraulicconductivityK
tivelysimple
transport
problem:
two-dimensional
(verticalthe codimensionis given by
cross
section)
solute
transport
in a perfectly
stratified
medium.
H = 2 - D
(4)
Copyright
1993by theAmerican
Geophysical
Union.

since such distributionis describedin the two-dimensional
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whose variogram is given by (3) is indicatedby the fact that
variationsover any scalerl may be expressedin terms of the
variations over a scalel by

y(rl ) = y(l )rTM

(5) of hydraulicconductivity,
Sfœ,is givenby

where r is the scalingfactor.
An important conclusionfrom this relationshipis that for
fractal distributionsthe variance at any scale can be defined
by the variance estimated at any other scale. This also
implies that for the fractal distributionthe variance is scale-

dependent.The variogrammay be related to the two-point
autocovariance

function.

The definition

thebehavior
of macrodispersivity
for the casewhenthe
verticaldistribution
of permeability
is fractal.Therelation.
shipbetween
asymptotic
longitudinal
macrodispersivity,
A.
andthespectral
density
function
of theverticaldistribution

of the autocovari-

K2(1
øt
+O•
S(f)
-rfe2-bt)
df,

(10)

where
b = arUf2,ar isthelocal
transverse
dispersivity,
U
is the averageporewatervelocity,K is the meanhydraulic
conductivity,
andf is the wavenumber.The largetimelimit
of macrodispersivity A is given by

ance function of processX is given by

Cx(l) = E{X(z + l)X(z)}- E2{X(z)}

A=2

(6)

Ao•
=2

The relationshipbetween the variogramand the autocovari-

K2arf2
flo•
S(f)
df

(11)

ance function is defined as follows:

=

2}- E2{X(z)}-

At this point we can start consideringthe behavior of solute

(7) transportspreadingin media with fractal hydraulicconduc-

Using this relationshipand the Wiener-Khintchine theorem
[Hewerr, 1986],

tivity distribution.
Suchdistributions
are characterized
by
the spectrum:

S(f) = s0[fl
c(t)

=2

cos (fl)

(8)

It is apparent that the spectrum is not bounded whenthe
frequency approaches zero. This can be understood when
one remembersthat the low frequencies are associatedwith

where Sx(f) is the spectral density of X(z), it can be
demonstrated
that the spectraldensityof the fractalobjects largedistancesand that as the lag approachesinfinity,so
will also have the power law form,
doesthe variogramof a fractal process.In this paperwe
assumethat the self-similarbehavior of log K distribution
Sx(f) = Sof-•
(9) has a lower frequency limit. We use the characteristiccutoff
whereSo is the spectraldensityat f = 1 and/3 = 2H + 1. frequencyf0, which is assumed to be the lower limit of
For fractal processes,/9 is constrainedbetween 1 and 3 self-similarity,andthe associatedcharacteristiclengthscale•
[Hough, 1989; Voss, 1985].

Thus the fractal dimensionof a given processmay be
estimatedby plottingthe variogramandthe spectraldensity
of the processon logarithmiccoordinates
andcalculating
the
slopes.Both slopes(2H = 4 - 2D and]3 = 5 - 2D) should
result in the same fractal dimension D.

L0
2•'/'

œo=

Lo

It is assumedthat any frequenciessmallerthanf0 do not

Several sets of hydraulic conductivitydata have been contributeto the spectraldensityfunction. The characterisanalyzedby Ababou and Gelbar [1990]and Kemblowskiand tic lengthscaleL0 may be indirectly related to the contarnChang [1992]. Their analysesindicate that the vertical dis- inant plumedimension.However, it is emphasizedthatL0
inthe
tribution of hydraulicconductivityis characterizedby a doesnot representthe characteristicplumedimension

highlyirregularcharacter,withthefractaldimension
varying strict sense. To account for the final size of a contaminant
between1.825and2.0. In the next sectionwe will explore plume, the power spectrum(12) would have to be modified
the relationshipbetween this fractal dimensionand solute

to representa finite-sizeprocess.We can now redefinethe

spreading.

spectral density as follows:

S(f) = s01/I-•

f> f0

(14a)

ANALYSISOF SPREADING
IN STRATIFIEDPOROUSMEDIA

s(f) = 0

otherwise

(14b)

The specificscenarioconsideredin this paper assumes
that groundwater
flowshorizontallyin a perfectlystratified It is worth notingthat althoughin generalthe fractalproaquifer. Thus in the horizontal direction the correlation scale cessesare considerednonstationary[Mandelbrot,1983],
of permeability is infinite, whereas in the vertical direction these processesbecomequasi-stationary
when the selfpermeabilityis describedas a stochasticprocess.Mass similarityoccursonly over a certainrange,boundedbyan

transportof a conservativetracer in sucha situationconsists uppercharacteristic
lengthscaleL0. In thiscasethevariof horizontal advection, and horizontal and vertical local ance of the processis bounded, and the autocovariance

(porelevel)dispersion.
This transportproblemis described functiondepends
onlyon the spatiallag.Thischaracteristic
allowsusto usethe Gelharet al. [ 1979]resultsto analyzethe
spreading
process
in soilswith fractalpermeability
distributure of hydraulicconductivityand the longitudinalmacro- tion. Substituting
the fractalspectruminto (11)leadsto the
dispersivity.
Usingtheirgeneral
results,
wewill investigatefollowingrelationship
for asymptotic
macrodispersivity:
in detail by Gelbar et al. [!979], who also derived for this
scenarioa generalrelationshipbetweenthe stochasticstruc-
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Fig. 1. Spectraldensityfor D = 1 andD = 2, SO = const.

cr2(L0)
• (]3-1) o'••
Ao•
= ark 2(1 + ]3)

2

Fig. 2. OA•/OD for constantvariance of K over L o.

A:x• •

2S
ø\/.,rr,

1.8

Fractai Dimension, D

2S0

a rK2(!+/3)

-2D)

a rK2(6- 2D)
(18)

•ZTK2(6
-- 2D)

(15) The derivative of A:• with respect to D can be estimated as
follows

It is of interest to investigate the impact of fractal dimension
D on macroscopicdispersivity. The derivative of A= with
respectto D is given by

OD arK2(6
- 2D) - 2D 1
•

= -2A•

In

(16)

{19)

Thebehavior
ofA• for •(Lo/2•)2/ar K2 = 1 is shown
in
Figure 2. It can be seen that OA•/OD is in this case (for

Analysisof this relationship shows that, except for very
smallvaluesof L0, macroscopicdispersion,Ao•, decreases
whenthe fractal dimensionof K increases.This agreeswith
our physical intuition. As the fractal dimensionincreases,
thefront of the plume becomes"rougher," which leadsto
moremixingbetween the "layers." This enhancedvertical
mixingreducesthe horizontal spreading.Note that for the

constant
v•ance •)

•ways negmive,and its absolute

magnitudeincreaseswith D. This again demonstratesthat
the higher fractal dimensionenhancesthe vertical mixing
processand thereforedecreasesthe hohzontalspreading.
Figure 3 depicts the behavior of the norm•ized asymptotic dispersivity(the dispersivitynormalizedwith reg•d to
the asymptoticdispersivityat D = 1) as a functionof fractal

samereasonmacrodispersivity
is inverselycorrelatedwith
localtransversedispersivity.The positivecorrelationbetweenmacrodispersivity
andthe fractaldimension
for small

valuesof L 0 is an artifactwhichreflectsthe fact that by
keeping
Soconstantandincreasing
D (whichis equivalent
to
decreasing
/3), we increasethe power (variance)of the
process
associated
with higherfrequencies
(Figure1).
A moreappropriateway to analyzethe correlationbe-

0.8

0.6

tween the fractal dimension and macrodispersivityis to
assumethat the variance of K over L0 remainsconstant.

80.4

This variance can be estimated as follows for D < 2:

2(L0)
= cr0 2

S(f) df= 2

Sof df

0.2

1

{17)

1.2

1.4

! .6

1.8

2

Fractai Dimension, D

Fig. 3. Normalizedasymptotic
macrodispersivity
asa functionof

Substituting
thisequation
into(15)leadsto

fractal dimension

of K.
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A
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Aoo

1 - exp

Lo 2

2-D

iLo)2
FD-1,Lo
2

20

(22}

2-D

I

1.2

1.4

Fractal

Fig. 4.

1.6

Dimension,

1.8

2

D

wherex is theaverage
traveldistance,
x - Ut, andF(/•,•'}
is the incompleteGammafunction.The transientbehavior
of
macrodispersivity,as a function of normalized traveldis.

tanceX = arx/(Lo/2st)2 andfractaldimension
D, isshown

Effective mixing coefficientas a function of D.

dimension D. It can be clearly seen that the asymptotic
dispersivitydecreasesas the fractal dimensiondecreases.In
fact, for the fractal dimensionD approaching2, we have the
case of perfect mixing (which is similar to the case of a r
approaching infinity, although in this case the mixing is
caused by the fact that the vertical distribution of K completely fills the x-z plane). Because of the perfect mixing
effect there is no longitudinal spreadingrelated to the heterogeneousvelocity field. This problem can be illustrated by
introducing the concept of an effective mixing coefficient,
aeff½ctiv½
, defined as follows:

in Figure 5. It appearsthat the asymptotic values of macro.
dispersivityis reachedat X equalapproximately1 regardless
of the fractal dimension magnitude. The fractal dimension

influences
the developmentof the spreadingprocessonlyto
a limited degree. Specifically, the asymptotic valueis
reached slightly faster for the higher fractal dimensionofK.
It is interesting to note that the travel distance requiredto

reachthe asymptoticbehaviordependsnot only on thepore
level transverse dispersivity but also on the scale of the
problem, namely the characteristic length L0. Thus the
spreading process in fractal porous media appearsto be
scale-dependent
in the developmentand asymptoticphases.
Fluctuations

a r(6 - 2D)

øreflective
= (4- 2D)

About

the Mean

Concentration

Field

In addition to our interest in understandingthe process
0[
the mean concentration field, we are als0
interested in characterizing the concentration fluctuations

(20) spreading of

Using this definition, the asymptoticmacrodispersivitymay
be defined as

about the mean concentration

field. This interest is related to

two problems. First of all, it is important to understand
the
uncertaintiesassociatedwith using the mean concentration

A•o=

2

t• effective
K

(21)

The behavior of the normalized effective mixing coeffi-

field to characterizecontaminanttransport.Relatedto this
problemis the issueof field data interpretationand model
calibration.

The secondproblem is more fundamental. For the lasttwo

cient, aeffective/aT,
as a function of the fractal dimensionis
shown in Figure 4. The effective mixing coefficientseemsto
be most sensitive to the changesin the fractal dimensionin
the region 1.8 < D < 2. Field data suggestthat the fractal
dimension of the vertical distribution of hydraulic conductivity lies preciselyin this region [Ababou and Gelhar, 1990].
It may be therefore difficult to estimatethe effectivemixing
coefficientwith adequateaccuracysincethis would require
robust estimation proceduresfor D.
It is worthwhile noting that (18) is similar to the one
obtained by Gelhar et al. [1979]. There are, however, two
significantdifferences. First of all, in the fractal case, the
variance of K is scale-dependent.Second, the correlation
scale in this case is related to the characteristicscale, since
the vertical hydraulic conductivity distributionhas the correlation scale theoreticallyequal to infinity.

To better understandthe behaviorof the dispersionprocess, macrodispersivityis evaluated as a function of travel

time, or more specifically,travel distance.Substituting(14)
into (10) leads to the following result:
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Fig. 5. Developmentof the spreadingprocess.
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: =E[cc]
=j_••
Scc
df

•r cc

plumes,
and(2)mixingofporewater.In fact,theveryname

usedto describethe processof spreading-dispersion,
is The spectraldensitycan be estimatedusingthe following
strongly
suggestive
of mixing.Thisconfusion
is perhaps
not relationship:
veryimportantas long as we are analyzingtransportof
Sccdr= E(dZcdZ*c)
(25)
nonreactive
tracers.However,assoonaswe startlookingat
transport
of reactivespecies,the difference
betweenspread- where [Gelhar et al., 1979]:
ingandmixingbecomesof utmostimportance.
Oneexample
ofthisproblemis aerobicdegradation
of organics
in grounddZk .}- e
water.In order to facilitate biodegradation,oxygenand
organics
have to be actuallymixed in the aqueousphase.
Usingthe spreadingcoefficientto simulatethe mixingproa2
(26)
cessresultsin significantoverestimationof biodegradation

,

....

rate.

of dZ•. Thusthe specThere are, in our perception, two principal questions anddZ• is the complexconjugate
relatedto this issue. These questionscould be phrasedas trum of concentration fluctuations is
follows:(1) what does the macrodispersivityestimatedfor
theaverageconcentrationfield mean in the physical sense,
andt.2)how is this parameterrelatedto the processof mixing
betweenhydrocarbon and oxygen plumes. To simplify our
1 - (1 + a t)e
discussion,
we would like to refer to the resultspublishedby

-

Gelharet al. [1979]. We believe that this discussioncould be
readily extended to more complex situations. The asymptotic value of macrodispersivity obtained by Gelhar et al.
[1979]for a specific autocorrelation function is given by

=

2

AN 3K2a
T

(23)

a2

Using (27), we can estimate the v•ance

S• (27)

of the concentra-

tion fluctuations

•cc
2 =E[cc]
=

Considerthe behavior of this parameter under the influence of two processes: (1) advective spreading, and (2)
vertical mixing. First of all, it is obvious that for a lower
magnitudeof the vertical pore level dispersion(i.e., less
mixing),the value of asymptoticdispersivitywill be larger,
resultingin larger horizontal spreadingof the mean concentrationfield. Without mixing, the asymptoticdispersivityis
equalto infinity, and its transient behavior is given by
Mercado'sresults. Similarly, the mixing processis slowed
downby largervertical correlationscaleof K (smallerlocal

ß ay-

gradient
of C). The spreading
processis, however,enhanced
by the variability(coefficientof variation)of the hydraulic
conductivityfield. A similar analysiscouldbe performed
usingthe resultspresentedin this paperfor fractalperme-

'

ß

Scc
df=• 2G2

o,

: 1-e 1-(1
+at)e
-a
•

S• df

"a
: 1-(1
+2at)eS•

(28)

where

OC

abilitydistributions.

G = - •+

It isapparentthatthelesssignificant
themixingprocess
is,
thelargertheapparentdispersion
(spreading)
will be. If this
isthecase,thenobviouslymacrodispersivity
(understood
as

0•

3 02C

2 0e2

ot= a rUf 2

a parameter that determines the smoothing of the mean

(29)

{30)

concentration
field)is not a goodparameter
to describe
the Equation(28) can be simplifiedby neglectingthe highermixingprocess.To get a better feel for theseinterwoven order derivatives of mean concentration (C) in the following
processes,
onecanlook at the varianceof theconcentration terms:
field. If the concentration variance is zero, then the mean

concentration
is equalto theactualconcentration,
andthe
spreading
andmixingprocesses
canbe described
by the
sameparameter,macrodispersivity.
As the concentration
variance
increases,
thetwoprocesses
driftapart.Thevari- Using this simplificationand the fractal spectrumof the

distribution,
we canestimatetheconcentration
anceof concentrationfluctuationscan be estimatedby using permeability

thespectral
densityof theconcentration
fluctuations

variance
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0.8

exp (-X)[2 - exp (-X)](2 - D)

X2(8- 2D)
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exp (-X)[1 - exp (-X)](2 - D)
0.4

X(4 - D)(3 - D)

exp (-X)[1 - 2 exp (-X)]
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(4 - D)(3 - D)

x2-D
r(D-

+,

(4 - D)(3 -D)

X)

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Fractai Dimension, D

2(2X)2-D

(32)

--(4--D)(3- D)F(D- 1,2X)

Fig. 6. Normalized asymptoticvariance of concentrationfluctuations.

Analysis of this result showsthat the concentrationvariance
decreases as the fractal dimension

increases. This can be

perhapsbest demonstratedby studyingthe large-timebehavior of concentration variance by assumingthat time t approachesinfinity. The result is given by

6X2 exp (-X)[1 - 2 exp (-X)]
(4 - D)(3 -D)

6X 2 - D
+
t-.m,

lim Crcc=(aTU)2(8
- 2D)

(33)

and X---• •

(4 - D)(3 -D)

r(D-

1, X)

3(2X)
4-D

}

(35)
F(D2X)
It is encouragingto seethat the concentrationvariance does
(4 - D)(3 -D)
not grow at infinity. The asymptoticvalue of concentration
variance depends strongly on the effective mixing coeffi- Figure 7 depicts the behavior of this normalized concentracient, which in turn depends on the fractal dimension. To tion variance. The transient behavior of concentration variinvestigate this relationship, we analyze the behavior of a ance seems to be similar for all values of the fractal dimen-

normalized concentration variance, which is here defined as
follows'

fr2I, -The behavior

3(2- D)

_

of the normalized

reachesits asymptoticvalue. It is worth notingthat this

(4- D)

concentration

sionD. The concentrationvariance grows rapidly betweenX
= 0 andX = 1. For 1 < X < 4, the rate of growthis
significantly smaller, and at about X = 4 the variance

(34)behavior is quite similar to the transient developmentof

variance

is

macrodispersivity.

depicted in Figure 6. The asymptoticconcentrationvariance
decreases when the permeability distribution's fractal dimension

increases.

This behavior

seems to be consistent

with our results for macrodispersivity. The higher fractal
dimension enhances the mixing process, which in turn
smooths the concentration distribution (smaller concentration variance) and results in less horizontal spreading.
It is also of interest to investigate the transient behavior of
the concentrationvariance. This can be performedby analyzing the behavior of a normalized concentration variance
defined as follows:

0" CC

--

6 exp (-X)[2-

exp (-X)](2-

0.6
0.4

-co(X,
2 D)= 2(X-->
Cr•c(X,
D)
I6(2
- D)
cr
ee,
D 1) --"

0.2
D)

(8 - 2D)

0
0

6X exp (-X)[1 -exp (-X)](2-

-Jff

,

(4 - D)(3 -o )

,

D)

.

I

I

I

I D=2.0
'

2

4

6

8

10

Normalized travel distance, X

Fig. 7. Normalizedvarianceof concentration
fluctuation.
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